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Pan MacMillan, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Behind every detective stands a great woman . . .When Sherlock Holmes turns down the case
of persecuted Laura Shirley, Mrs Hudson - the landlady of Baker Street - and Mary Watson - the wife
of Dr Watson - resolve to take on the investigation themselves. From the kitchen of 221b, the two
women begin their inquiries and enlist the assistance of the Baker Street Irregulars and the
infamous Irene Adler. A trail of clues leads them to the darkest corners of Whitechapel, where the
fearsome Ripper supposedly still stalks. They soon discover Laura Shirley is not the only woman at
risk - the lives of many others are in danger too.As Mrs Hudson and Mary Watson put together the
pieces of an increasingly complex puzzle, the investigation becomes bigger than either of them
could ever have imagined. Can they solve the case or are they just pawns in a much larger game?It
is time for Mrs Hudson and Mary Watson to emerge from the shadows and stand in the spotlight . . .
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Very useful to all class of individuals. It is amongst the most awesome publication i actually have read through. You will like just how the blogger create this
pdf.
-- Lisa  Ja cobs-- Lisa  Ja cobs

Very helpful to any or all category of folks. It is writter in simple phrases rather than di icult to understand. Its been developed in an exceptionally simple
way and is particularly just after i finished reading this pdf in which basically transformed me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Ha nk Runte-- Ha nk Runte
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